Council of University Professors and Researchers (CUPR) Workshop  
Thursday, May 9th, 2002

Redefining Ourselves: Research in kinesiology, education and culture

Morning Activities

Opening Activity: Dr. Leslie Lambert, Keynote Speaker (for all workshop sessions)

Short Activity Break: Tai Chi and Qi Gong, Chunlei Lu, Grad Student, University of Alberta

Redefining Ourselves:

- The Past – Who we were: History of CUPR and CAHPERD
- The Present – Who we are: AGM
- The Future – Who we could be: Break-out discussions on CUPR Research, CUPR-CAHPERD Connection, AVANTE Journal, Teaching at the Post-secondary Level

LUNCH (buffet lunch provided)

Afternoon Activities:

Physical Education and Sport for Girls and Women: An International Perspective

Brief presentation by Deanna Binder and Nancy Melnychuk, University of Alberta

Research in Kinisiology, Education and Culture

Postmodern pedagogy/poststructural methodologies: what are they, where can they take us?

Workshop presenters: Judy Davidson, Michelle Helstein, Angela Specht, Tosha Tsang, University of Alberta Graduate Students

Workshop facilitator: Heather Sykes, OISE

Through interaction and discussion participants will be introduced to poststructural conceptualisation of discourse, power, representation, identity, and subjectivity as they relate to teaching and research within physical education, leisure and sport.

Closing Activities:

Reception hosted by the University of Alberta Faculty of Physical Education and Recreation